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Natures best in the kitchen



KITCHEN SELECTION

Natural stone is the perfect material for kitchen worktops. Its unique beauty and variety makes  it 
a timeless piece of art created by nature, extraordinarily resistant and durable. 

The Bagnara Kitchen Selection includes a wide range of carefully selected  natural stones that 
meet all the special requirements of a kitchen workplace and allow unlimited possibilities for 
personalisation.
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Kuroca
Natural and Beautiful

Its veined structure distinguishes this black 
quartzite from Angola. An Extremely Hard 
stone and resistant to acids, it is a natural 
elegance to environments.
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Azul Aran®

Refreshing and Exclusive

Azul Aran® Spanish granite gives a refreshing 
and exclusive effect to your kitchen thanks to 
its blue-grey feldspars and white shades. Its 
structure is unique in the world.

BAGNARA TRUE STONES

True Stones stands for our company’s passion for natural stone, a huge variety of more than 
900 natural stones, and our grown experience and professional competence from the quarry 

all the way to your top quality finished product.  
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Vitoria Regia
Unique and Original

This green Brazilian quartzite is stunningly 
unique with its rich green and gray tones with 
tonal veins and highlights throughout. The 
organic beauty of this natural stone makes it 
ideal for countertops that allow the sweeping 
beauty to shine.
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Carbon Grey
Contemporary and Unobtrusive

The finely veined structure of this quartzite is 
what gives it a special charm and unparalleled 
elegance. This natural stone fits perfectly in 
any modern and contemporary projects in the 
kitchen area.

UNIQUE AND VERSATILE
Every natural stone is an inimitable and unique 
work of art provided by nature; for its colour, 
structure and veining. The combination of this 
natural variety with the most diverse surface 
finishes makes each worktop an expression 
of the personal touch and style of the person 
who commissioned it.
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Alps Glitter
Premium and Rustic

This grey-brown South Tyrolean mica schist is 
characterized by different inclusions of deep 
red garnet and distinct white quartz veins, 
which give brilliance and a particularly noble 
touch to each application.
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FLEXIBLE AND DURABLE
Natural stone is shapeless, completely adapt-
able (it is not a standardised mass product) 
and is therefore available in almost all sizes, 
thicknesses and shapes. This wonderful ad-
vantage is even more evident when stone is 
combined with materials such as metal, wood 
and glass. Thanks to its durability, natural 
stone looks new even after years.

Bethel White
Gentle and Calming

It is probably the whitest granite on the 
market. A very hard stone, it is distinguished 
by its uniform structure and its high resistance 
to acids, which is particularly useful in the 
kitchen.
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Silver Cloud
Timeless and Versatile

As the name suggests, this American granite 
resembles a silver cloud. The light shade and 
silver-grey veins give the material a stimulating 
and timeless look.
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American Black
Natural and Elegant

This black granite from the U.S. is characterized 
by its particularly high scratch and acid 
resistance. Its slightly cloudy structure gives 
every kitchen top a naturally elegant and 
refined look.

NATURALLY HEALTHY
Stone is a product of nature which, unlike ar-
tificial stones, is not the result of an industrial 
process which, through a high energy input, 
assembles different raw materials, resins and 
chemicals. Free of harmful substances, natural 
stones are optimal for all food sectors, with-
out any problems.
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Mystic Grey
Wild and Mysterious

This anthracite-coloured granite from Brazil 
embellishes modern environments with its 
uniform and homogeneous weave and its 
elegant lighter shades.



SUSTAINABLE AND SAVES RESOURCES
Thanks to modern technology, the extraction 
and processing of natural stone is becoming in-
creasingly sustainable. Any processing waste is 
reused, e.g. for gardening along many others. 
According to various scientific studies, the po-
tential contribution to global warming (GWP) 
of a natural stone work surface is about 74% 
lower than that of ceramics.

Pannonia Grün
Rustic and Modern

Green chlorite slate from Austria is really 
special. The characteristic light green and 
white veins give this natural stone a special 
freshness.
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©Alchemist
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Brown Silk 
Cosy and Modern 

Brown Silk is a Brazilian quartzite with an 
elegant brown background, uniform and 
characterized by fascinating veins. Its particular 
texture is reminiscent of shiny brown silk and 
appears cosy, modern and homely at the same 
time.
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HEAT RESISTANCE
hot pots and pans can be placed 
directly on the kitchen worktop

WATER RESISTANCE
extremely low absorption 
of liquids

SCRATCH RESISTANCE
particularly resistant and insensitive to 
scratches and traces of everyday use

EASY CARE
no regular cleaning 
required

UV RESISTANCE
natural stone and its colours do not suffer 
and fade when exposed to sunlight

All materials are carefully selected and, thanks to their excellent 
technical properties, they are by nature well prepared for the 

daily demands of a kitchen countertop.

Black Pepper
Fresh and Smart

The black granite of Turkey is very uniform 
and constant in colour. Thanks to its fine and 
evenly distributed grain, Black Pepper has an 
unmistakable structure. Its character is fresh, 
modern and elegant.
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Domus White
Stylish and Versatile

This white quartzite from Brazil has a 
characteristic veined structure. Extremely 
durable and relatively easy to clean, this natural 
stone provides simplicity, class, elegance, and 
goes amazingly well with any kitchen cabinet 
colors and designs.
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NEW 2021

Black Tempest 
Elegant and Modern

This black quartzite from Brazil captivates 
with its fascinating veining and shimmering 
texture, which dresses any room with elegance 
and inimitable uniqueness.



Colonial Black
Timeless and Sophisticated

A glance into the deep black of the night, this 
is the timeless elegance of this southamerican 
granite that can be integrated into almost any 
room.
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Atlantic Stone
Hard and Natural

This Chinese vulcanite is unmistakable. The 
bluish-grey base tone, which can vary in 
intensity and grain, is perfect for elegantly 
embellishing modern environments.

TIPS AND TRICKS

Hard stones like granite, gneiss, porphyry, gabbro and quartzite, sometimes show quartz 
veins, small pores, subtle fissures and color differences, which are not defects, but are an 

unmistakable sign of the natural origin and uniqueness of natural stone.  

Thanks to its natural porosity, each natural stone becomes richer in contrasts over the 
years. Polished surfaces are easier to clean due to their smoothness than mat surfaces such 

as satin, flamed and brushed.

IMPREGNATION
We recommend treating our materials with an oily, water-repellent impregnation. 
We have had the best experience with the product „Lithofin Fleckstop W“. If the 
impregnation effect should decrease over the years, the surface can simply be 
re-impregnated.

DAILY CARE
Hard stones are practically indestructible and require minimal care and attention. 
For daily cleaning, simply clean the worktop with warm water and a microfibre 
cloth. Hot water is the best grease solvent. Heavy dirt, oil and grease splashes 
are removed as quickly.

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Your natural stone slab can easily withstand high temperatures. However, it is 
not recommended you put a hot pot directly from the stove onto the stone. 
Reason is that sometimes there is oil or grease on the underside of the pot. These 
can easily penetrate into the stone when it is hot.



BAGNARA STONE CARE

The natural stones in the Bagnara Kitchen Selection have all been selected to resist household 
acids and scratches. In order to maintain the beauty of your kitchen countertop over time, we 
advise against the use of highly acidic, alkaline or vinegar and lemon based cleaners, and advise 
against cutting fruit directly on the kitchen countertop. 

BAGNARA STONE CARE 
For the daily cleaning of your worktop it is sufficient to use a cloth and water.
In order to maintain the shine and beauty of your worktop, we recommend cleaning the surface 
occasionally with the products of the „Bagnara StoneCare Set“.
If necessary, you can order this care set.

You can find Bagnara Stone Care products in your local kitchens or directly at info@bagnara.net.



Nikolaus Bagnara Spa


